ment there is no reprieve.
I like to think that sports writers are above politics; that sports
and only sports fills their minds.
But no, they too have succumbed,
and are, in fact, viciously leftish
whenever politics is deemed to be
relevant to sports. The writers for
The National, the cream of the
sports writing profession, invariably lead the vanguard of the Hate
Thought Police. The
latest flap, of course,
is the Locker Room
Controversy. Male
pro football players
of the New England
Patriots, getting
edgy and distracted
when a female reporter invaded their
locker room after a
game, surrounded
her and made suggestive remarks.
Ohh, wow! What a
fuss! What a twitter:
The female reporter,
asserting her rights as a “professional” among hundreds of other
female sports journalists, insisted
that she was “mind raped.” What
in blazes is “mind rape?” A new
crime invented for the occasion, a
crime apparently only slightly less
odious than rape-rape. When Victor Kiam, owner of the Patriots,
defended his players, organized
feminism threatened all sorts of
sanctions, including a boycott of
Kiam’s Lady Remington razors.
Finally, to top it off, when
Sam Wyche, coach of the Cincinnati Bengals, insists on barring
female reporters from locker rooms
in which male players are naked,
the gods of wrath all descend upon
him. The National, the rest of the
sports media, and organized femi-

)ism, lament the evil reactionary
iature of Wyche as well as Kiam.
We thought this had all been
;ettled-female reporters’ locker
oom rights had been decided
(ears ago!” There is nothing that
nfuriates leftists more than a slipling back, a slackening of the Tide
i f Progress. Wyche was duly fined
he whopping sum of $30,000 for
disobeying NFL
rules, to the general
chorus of: “not
strong enough for
that heinous offense.”
It turns out, too,
that the august US.
courts had indeed
decided the issue.
Theegregiousfedera
Judge Constance
Baker Motley had
decreed that women
have a constitutional
right to enter male
locker rooms! Talk
about your judicial
activism!
But I thought that the ERA
was stopped because of such
threats as compulsory integration
of men’s and ladies’ rooms! Well
to be fair, Judge Motley did not ex.
actly decree that females have a
constitutional right to enter male
locker rooms at will. It’s just thai
female reporters, being duly certi.
fied professionals, and not simpl)
sluttish thrill-seekers, have the
“constitutional right” to equal ac.
cess with male reporters to lockei
rooms. Oh. It still seems to me like
sneaking the ERA in through thc
back door. But how about male re.
porters? Are they entitled to equa
access to female locker rooms?
Hey, what’s the matter with you
you evil sexist exploiter of women
But why can’t Sam Wychf

jar all reporters from the locker
’oorn, and make reporters wait
inti1after the players are dressed?
Nell, it’s true that the action would
irobably be constitutional, but it
Mould violate NFL rules, which
:ompel football teams to admit
,he press to locker rooms immediately after the game. Those rules,
n turn, were imposed at the belest of the press, along with organized feminism. Reporters, you
see, are professionals, and proiessionals have to meet deadines, and besides they want to
nterview the players right after
the game, before they have a
chance to catch their breath and
collect their thoughts. Catch them
offguard, in short. What? You say
players have some sort of right of
privacy? What are you? Some
sort of rotten reactionary judicialactivist?
Poor honest Sam Wyche
has a Plan B which he is prepared
to fall back on: To admit all reporters, male and female, to the locker
room right after the game, but to
keep the players fully clothed and
out of the showers until the press
is kicked out. No, it won’t work,
Sam. The football players would
not be vulnerable enough then.
Besides, all reporters, male and
female, have the God-given, constitutional right to see football players naked: male players, that is.
Have we got the Constitution all
straight by now? 0

Arts and Movies
by Mr. First Nighter
GoodFellas, dir. by Martin
Scorsese, with Robert DeNiro.
Hollywood has brought us
two great, romantic genres, two
forms of movies where the war of
good versus evil could play itself
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out against a background of an
entire complex fictive world
grounded in a present or past reality. In this world, coherent action and struggle can emergedramatically by heroes, villains, their
rank and file supporters, and by
innocents caught in the crossfire.
The first classic genre was, of
course, the Western: epitomized
in Stagecoach, the great John
Wayne movies, and countless
others (one of my favorites: the
long-forgotten The Bounty
Hunter, in which Henry Fonda
heroically plays a
privatized and
highly effective law
enforcer hatednaturally-both by
the villains and by
the sheriffs and
deputies whom he
outcompetes for far
higher pay). Unfortunately, the Western movie is no
more, felled perhaps by endless
and unimaginative
repetition, but possibly, too, by the
jogged leftist insistence in the later
nesternsforthe Indians to be the
Good Guys and the
Nhites the Bad. Look, fellas, it
joesn’t matter what the literal
iistorical truth may or may not
lave been; the leftist reversalhe insistence on destroying faniliar heroes-simply didn’t work,
t didn’t scan, and it helped de;troy the Western genre.
The more recent innovaive Hollywoodgenre,rankingwith
he Western, is the Mafia movie:
he clash of heroes and villains
igainst a mythic but reality8

-

grounded world, updated to 20thcentury America. Some of the
great directors have contributed
gems to thisgenre. John Huston’s
Prizzi’s Honor, playing off Jack
Nicholson and the incomparable
KathleenTurner, was marvelous.
But the great classic, the definitive, superb Mafia movie was The
Godfathers I and /I, in which
Francis Ford Coppola poured
out a work of genius, grounded
in his own and novelist Mario
Puzo’s cultural history, which
he has never approached since.
The Godfathers
were perfection:
an epic world, a
world of drama
and struggle,
tautly organized
and memorably
written, beautifully
and broodingly
photographed,
in which greed
struggled with
the great virtues
of loyalty to the
famiglia.
The key to The
Godfathers and to
success in the
Mafia genre is the
realization and
dramatic portrayal
of the fact that the
Ljafia, although leading a life
)utside the law, is, at its best,
;imply entrepreneurs and busilessmen supplying the consum?rs with goods and services of
vhich they have been unac:ountably deprived by a Puritan
VASP culture.
The unforgettable images
D! mob violence juxtaposed with
,olemn Church rites were not
i:eant, as left-liberalswould have
, to show the hypocrisy of evil

men. For the.se Mafiosi, as
mainly Italian Catholics, are indeed deeply religious; they
represent one important way in
which Italian Catholics were
able to cope with, and make
their way in, a iotally alien world
dominated by WASP Puritan
insistence that a whole range of
products eagerly sought by consumers be outl,awed.
Hence the systemic violence of Mafia life. Violence, in
the Godfather films, is never engaged in for the Hell of it, or for
random kicks; the point is that
since the government police and
courts will not enforce contracts
they deem to he illegal, debts
incurred in the Mafia world have
to be enforced by violence, by
the secular arm. But the violence
simply enforces the Mafia equivalent of the law: the codes of honor
and loyalty without which the
whole enterprise would simply be
random and pointless violence.
In many case, especially
where “syndicates” are allowed
to form and are not broken up
by government terror,the various
organized syndicates will mediate and arbitrate disputes, and
thereby reduce violence to a
minimum. Just as governments
in the Lockean paradigm, are
supposed to be enforcers of
comrnonly-agreed-on rules and
xoperty rights, so “organized
:rime,” when working properly,
joes the same. Except that in
ts state of illegality it operates
n an atmosphere charged with
lifficulty and danger.
It is interesting to observe
he contrasting1 attitudes of our
eft-liberalculture to the two kinds
if crime, organized versus unorjanized. Organized crime is es;entiallyanarcho-capitalist, a pro-
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ductive industry struggling to
govern itself; apart from attempts
to monopolize and injure competitors, it is productive and nonaggressive. Unorganized, or
street, crime, in contrast, is random, punkish, viciously aggressive against the innocent, and
has no redeeming social feature.
Wouldn't you know, then, that
our leftist culture hates and
reviles the Mafia
and organized
crime, while it
lovingly excuses,
and apologizes for,
chaotic and random street punksviolence which
amounts to "anarchy" in the bad, or
common meaning.
In a sense, street
violence embodies
the ideal of leftanarchism: since it
constitutes an assault on the rights
of person and property, and on the rule
of law that codifies
such rights.
One great
scene in the Godfather embodies the difference
between right and left anarchism.
One errant, former member of
the Corleonefamigliaabases himself before The Godfather (MarIon Brando). A certain punk had
raped and brutalized his daughter. He went to the police and the
courts, and the punk was, at last,
let go (presumably by crafty
ACLU-type lawyers and a soft
judicial system). This distraught
father now comes to Don Corleone for justice.
Brando gently upbraids the
father: W h y didn't you come to

me? Why did you go to The
State?" The inference is clear:
the State isn't engaged in equity
and justice; to obtain justice, you
must come to the famiglia. Finally, Brando relents: "What
would you have me do?" The father whispers in the Godfather's
ear. "No, no, that is too much. We
will take care of him properly." So
not only do we see anarcho-capitalist justice carried out, but it is
clear that the
Mafia code has a
nicely fashioned
theory of proportionate justice.
In a world where
the idea that the
punishment
should fit the
crime has been
abandonedand still struggled
over by libertariantheorists4 is
heart-warmingto
see that the Mafia has worked it
out in practice.
And now,
weighing in, in
the Mafia sweepstakes, comes a much acclaimed
new entrant: Martin Scorsese's
GoodFehs. This repellent and
loathsome movie, much acclaimed by all of our left-liberal
critics (including a rave review in
the Marxist weekly In These
Times), is as far removed from
The Godfather, in style, content,
writing, direction, and overall philosophy as it is possible to be.
Instead of good versus bad
entrepreneurs, all working and
planning coherently and on a
grand scale, GoodFellas is
peopled exclusively by psychotic

punks, scarcely different from ordinary, unorganized street criminals. The violence is random,
gratuitous, pointless, and psychotic; everyone, from the protagonist Henry Hill (Ray Lata) on
down is a boring creep; there is
no one in this horde of "wiseguys"
or "goodfellas" that any member
of the viewing audience can identify with. The critics all refer to the
psycho gang member Tommy
(Joe Pesci), but what they don't
point out is that everyone else in
the gang, including the leader
Jimmy Conway (Robert DeNiro)
is almost as fully deranged.
When Tommy kills friends
or colleagues pointlessly, Jimmy
and the others are delighted and
are happy to cover up for him. All
of these goons are ultra-hightime preference lowlifes: their
range of the future approximates
ten minutes, in contrast to the
carefully planned empire-building of The Godfather. Conway,
after pulling off a multi-milliondollar heist at Kennedy Airport,
shoots all of his colleagues to
grab all the money. This sort of
behavior, as well as the random
violence of Tommy, would put
these guys out of business within
weeks in any real Mafia organization worth its salt. Street
punk short-term greed and
whim-worship would get you
killed in short order.
Since there are no good
guys among the GoodFeIIas,the
audience doesn't care what happens to them; indeed, one wishes
them all to meet their just deserts
as quickly as possible, so that the
movie will be over. The rest of the
film is as odious as the central
theme; the direction, as in all of
Scorsese, is edgy, hurky-jerky,
quasi-psychotic; the photogra-
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phy, in contrast to the epic brooding of Godfather, is light, open
and airy, totally out of keeping
with the theme. The writing is flat
and pointless. Great actors like
DeNiro are wasted in the movie.
And the much-praised Don in the
film, Paul Cicero (Paul Sorvino)
is grimly quiet and slow moving,
but he too is pointless and his
role ineffectual, and therefore
he fails as any sort of menace.
Contrast the ways in which
Godfather and GoodFellas
handle a common theme: the
attempt of the leading Don to
keep away from traffic in drugs,
and the destruction wrought by
succumbing to the temptation. In
Godfather, one Mafia leader of
the’ old school clearly and
eloquently rejects traffic in drugs
as immoral, in contrast to other
venerable goods and services,
such as liquor, gambling, and
“loan sharking.” “Leave drugs to
the animals-the niggers-they
have no souls,” he admonished.
(All right, I never said that the
Mafiosiwere racially enlightened.)
Here is a powerful and dramatic
theme of keeping the old Mafia
moral code as against the
temptation of making agreat deal
of money in a technologically
innovative field.
But how in contrast does
GoodFellas handle this conflict?
Don Cicero simply orders his
gang to stay out of drugs, pointing only to the stiff sentences
the Feds were handing out. And
whereas in Godfather, everyone
knows that disobedience to the
Don will bring swift retribution,
Conway, Hill and the other
wiseguys disobey Don Cicero
and nothing happens to them.
What kind of Don is that?
Clearly, the critics admire

0
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and apologize for the left-anarchic punks of GoodFellast he way
they could never admire the Mafiosi of the Godfather, despite the
universal respect for the older
riovie’s technical brilliance. Alas,
the corrupt nihilist value-system
of avant-garde left-liberalism relates happily to the value-system
crf the deranged Goodfellas.
“This,” say these critics contentedly of the world of the GoodFel/as, “is what life is all about.
Godfather romanticizes life
(and is therefore wrong).”
Will Goodfellas succeed
in wrecking the Mafia genre, the
best Hollywood discovery since
the death of the Western? There
is hope, on two counts. First, I
would point out that these punks
iare not true Mafia; they were
iiever “made” by the Mafia families. These are riffraff, hangers-on,
owlifes compared to
,the epic grandeur of
the world of the Mafia. In fact, in the only
act of violence that
makes sense in the
entire movie, the only
one that is not pointlessand that is eminently justified, the
rotten and demented
Tommy gets his just
deserts at the hands
of the genuine Mafia.
Told that he will at
last achieve his lifelong goal of being
“made” by a Mafia
family, the monster Tommy reaps
his just reward. Bang, bang!
The other ray of hope is
that, at long last, and after two
decades, Godfather, Part 111 is
scheduled to hit the screens
around Christmas. What a Christ-

~

mas gift! The whole crew is back,
older and perhaps wiser, continuing the great saga of the
Corleone family. The only hitch is
that the superb Robert Duvall,
one of the great actors of our time
and Mr. Consiglieri himself, asked
for too much money and therefore could not be included in the
picture. But that’s OK. If luck is
with us, Godfather 111will restore
our vision of what a Mafia film is
supposed to look like. Make way,
riffraff of the Scorsese famiglia!
The true Don, Corleone, is back,
and you, like your creature and
comrade Tommy, are going to
reap your just reward. -M.N.R.

I Can Dream,
Can’t I?
by Llewellyn
H. Rockwell
When Mr. Bush’s
budget deal didn’t
pass-the one that
increased taxes by
ti250 million per
Congressman-he
warned that “we
f.ace an immediate
shutdown of the
federal government.” I guess I was
supposed to be
scared, but all I
could think was:
Promises,promises.
Government,
especially in a
democratic country,
portrays itsef as one with the
people. In fact, it is aseparate entity that lives off the rest of us, and
very nicely too. To disguise this,
especially at tax-increase time,
government pours out a stream
of disinformaiion that would have
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